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Fall In Two
Guster

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Guster:  Fall In Two
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: mac7jb

Tuning: Standard Tuning

First song off of their debut album Parachute and the first song they wrote as a
band.  
Played live through the Goldfly days.  Album version does not contain an intro,
but live 
versions of the song generally had an intro of the verse chords played twice.

E A B (x2)

 E
He smiled to the world

                    A             B
But his heart fell below his pain

           E
He wanted only arms

      A                 B
But he lied to himself again

  A                  B
Closing doors and locking locks

    E              A
He looked inside himself

     E        A
Only to find

           B
Deep down fear

        A
Let me fall in two

        B



Let me fall in two

        A
Let me fall in two

 E
Wide as a river and spread as thin

      A                            B
What he could start, no one would finish

  E
Bottled up frowning treaties, saw what they would

        A                       B
Knowing not nothing, he was the only son

  A                  B
Closing doors and locking locks

    E              A
He looked inside himself

     E        A
Only to find

                  B
Seeping from his soul

        A
Let me fall in two

        B
Let me fall in two

        A
Let me fall in two

                B
Let me fall in two
       (What are you running from?)

                A
Let me fall in two
       (What are you running from?)

                B
Let me fall in two
       (What are you running from?)



                A
Let me fall in two
       (What are you running from?)

          B
He finds himself away

          A
He finds himself away
           (Only have to make the world come find you)

        B                  A             E
Try to leave but there is nothing he can do

 E
Downcast eyes scrutinize

       A                                    B
As to what the lead ball hummingbird would not succumb

    E
To find what is gone you must burn what is dried

 A                             B
And smell the essence of what remains inside

     E                                         A
But blackened thoughts erase all that is past before him

                        B
Not knowing where heâ€™s coming

        E
So you shake him around and scream into his eyes

         A                       B
That to drown in the water is to lie by his side

  A                  B
Closing doors and locking locks

    E              A
He looked inside himself

     E        A
Only to find

                  B
Seeping from his soul



        A
Let me fall in two

        B
Let me fall in two

        A
Let me fall in two

                B
Let me fall in two
       (What are you running from?)

                A
Let me fall in two
       (What are you running from?)

                B
Let me fall in two
       (What are you running from?)

                A
Let me fall in two
       (What are you running from?)

        B
Ohhhh Ohhhh
   A               E
Ohhhh Ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

Chords (use your thumb on the E-string instead of barring to make the slide
easier and 
to give a nice ring to the chord)-

          E                        A                      B

e|--------0------------------------0----------------------0-----------|
B|--------0------------------------0----------------------0-----------|
G|--------1------------------------6----------------------8-----------|
D|--------2------------------------7----------------------9-----------|
A|--------2------------------------7----------------------9-----------|
E|--------0------------------------5----------------------7-----------|
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